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Welcome to Hilarapy


Healing with Humour


   LEARN MORE  








never Miss another event!


Sign up to our mailing list to stay up to date on everything we are doing!




  
  I would like to receive future communications  I agree to the GDPR Terms & Conditions

 Submit
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 Watch never-before-seen footage recorded at the Massey Theatre. Lizzie Allan performs her wildly hilarious comedy set in front of a packed theatre. Watch behind-the-scenes footage of Lizzie sharing vulnerably about her challenges and struggles leading up to the show.

Sign up below to get Access!


  
  I would like to receive future communications  I agree to the GDPR Terms & Conditions
 Get Video Link
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SucCess Stories


 "If I could validate and empathize myself, I would, but I need a community like Hilarapy to help me with the emotions I sometimes struggle with. It's been very helpful."

 [image: Terry W.]
 Terry W.


 "Lizzie Allan, the founder and facilitator, creates a space like no other. There are stories in each of us which beg to be told, and Hilarapy is just the place to explore, learn, laugh, and heal."

 [image: Siobhan C.]
 Siobhan C.


 "What Hilarapy has offered me is a chance and an opportunity to explore my trauma, my mental health challenges, my anxiety, my PTST, and take a look from a little bit of a different point of view."

 [image: Tanya H.]
 Tanya H.


 "I have become more aware of what gratitude feels like being part of Hilarapy. The value of connection and sharing my story through laughter has been empowering and it's given me freedom."

 [image: Aimie W.]
 Aimie W.


 "This was just the most amazing experience because suddenly I was surrounded by people who understood my mental health issues, which a lot of people don't."

 [image: Carolyn B.]
 Carolyn B.


 "Everyone just held me through the whole thing and helped me. It fulfilled my life. If you're feeling a little bit down, this is the course for you."

 [image: Donna C.]
 Donna C.


 "The biggest therapeutic part of this was getting to know that you're not alone in your insanity. Mental illness or addiction wants to separate us and isolate us. This reminds you that you're not the only one who has crazy thoughts or has struggled."

 [image: Jenn L.]
 Jenn L.
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Never miss out on anything again!


Sign up to our newsletter to receive updates on the latest offerings, events and happenings in the Hilarapy ecosystem.
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